
Dear Class Rep 

 
Firstly, THANK YOU very much for volunteering to be a FOSMAS class rep.  You are our ‘FOSMAS man on 
the ground’, the communicator between the class parents and the committee - and we really value your 
involvement.   

 
Most classes have between 2 and 4 FOSMAS reps and spread the work between them, to ensure that all 
the various things the committee needs are covered. 

 
We have compiled this in response to various requests for “something written down” about how being 
a Rep fits in to FOSMAS - we have been asked a lot recently, “now I’m Class Rep, what should I be 
doing?”.  Of course, everyone does, quite rightly, do it their own way, but we thought it might be useful 
to gather various reps' thoughts about it and see if we could draft a basic guide.   Comments and 
feedback welcome as this is just a first stab at it! 

 
Remember too, that as well as being Fosmas's representatives within each class, Class Reps can play a 
big role in helping the parents of that class get to know each other, which in turn helps with building a 
community of parents supporting the whole school. 
   
FOSMAS NEEDS YOU TO: 

 
Create and update regularly a Contact list, so that all the parents in the class have the children’s 
birthdays, each others’ numbers and addresses to facilitate play-dates/shared lifts etc.  We have found 
that for FOSMAS to hold this contact information centrally it enables us to  send out email information 
much more efficiently than the historical way of us emailing the reps and them passing that on to their 
classes.  It means that parents with multiple children in the school get ONE email, and when they 
change their details they only have to tell one rep.  PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT YOU PASS ON CHANGES 
TO CONTACT DETAILS - especially their email address so we can keep them on the e-newsletter list. Very 
importantly  - this class list is to be used for the purposes of communicating 
school/FOSMAS/occasionally church related matters.  PLEASE NEVER PASS THIS INFORMATION ON TO 
ANY THIRD PARTY, and NEVER SEND ON EMAILS that are not related to these topics. 

 

Get to know the parents - find out who’s up for helping, what special skills a person has that we might 
be able to use etc, tell us about their fundraising ideas - or point out members of the committee to 
them so that they can speak with us directly.  This is particularly important when new pupils join; the 
parents really welcome a rep getting in touch asap, to give them a class list and to introduce them to 
other class parents.  Pass this information back to the committee via secretary@fosmas.info 

 
Get to know the annual events and fundraisers, and their timetable (website, noticeboard).  Each half 
term FOSMAS committee will meet with the class reps as a whole to share the plans for the forthcoming 
fundraisers.  We need every class to be involved at some level - and we need you to help us organise 
that. 

 
Cake & Uniform sales: These are held one a month, usually the last Friday of the month, with the 
classes taking it in turns to host.  The parents of the host class(es) bring HOMEMADE (if poss) cupcakes, 
biscuits, flapjack, traybakes along which are (mostly cut up into individual portions) then sold to the 
parents and children as they come out of school.  Part of this exercise is to get the children used to 
handling money - adding up, receiving change.  Therefore, the price of the individual cakes is 
deliberately childfriendly. Whole cakes can be sold to parents for a more commercial price! See Paul 
Reeve (caretaker) for tables, and remember to bring floats with lots of 50ps, 20ps and 10ps. 

http://secretary@fosmas.info/


2nd Hand Uniform - Please encourage your class parents to take outgrown uniform into school at any 
time and leave in a bag marked for the attention of FOSMAS.  We have a small group who sort, wash 
and fold the donated items.  These prepared items of clothing are then stored in the FOSMAS cupboard 
in the cellar to be sold at the same time as the cakes.  (Uniform deemed unsaleable is “bluebagged” 
ready for the next Bag2School collection.)    Have a dedicated table, float and person to be responsible 
for this please and keep the float separate. 

 
When it’s your class’ turn, a Rep needs to remind the class about it and make sure there are 2 or 3 
parents there to handle the set-up, tills and clear away for the CAKES and the UNIFORM.  Please keep 
uniform and cake monies separate for accounting purposes. 

 
(All information is available on the FOSMAS website www.fosmas.info - including information about 
regular giving, gift aid, our blue bag fundraiser, our web portal - if you would like to know any more 
information on anything just ask a member of the committee) 

 
Some other things Reps might do  (feedback from current reps) : 

 Organise a class parents get-together or coffee morning, twice a term say. Obviously this 
becomes less important further up the school, as by then parents have generally got to know 
each other. In the Infants, though, it can be really helpful if Reps try and get to know all the other 
parents and find ways for them to meet up easily, should they wish/be able to come. 

 Often the Class teacher will come to a Rep and ask them to help with something relevant to that 
class: getting extra help at an outing, for instance, or getting them to contact everyone with 
urgent news that didn’t make it in to bookbags.  Class teachers often appreciate it if you check in 
with them from time to time about this. 

 Reps often take on organizing a present from all the parents for the Class teacher at Christmas 
and at the end of term, collecting contributions to be spent on one big present for the teachers, 
often nicer for them than 30 very small ones... 

 Some Reps have found it useful to split roles so that one person takes care of the contact list (be 
sure to tell FOSMAS if someone changes their email address so we can keep them on the 
FOSMAS e-newsletter list); one person might take on organizing meet-ups; another might do 
collections for teachers presents etc;  

 Since not everyone is on email, some parents prefer text message or a paper flyer.  Some Reps 
have found it useful to have one person sending emails and another sending texts to cover all 
bases. 

 To help keep parents in touch with the aims and needs of FOSMAS - enthuse them about 
upcoming events, encourage them to attend meetings, volunteer time or skills and so on.   

 Although parents receive their FOSMAS information directly from the FOSMAS committee now, 
it’s great for Reps take any info from these (the annual meltdown over the Summer Fair, or 
notice of upcoming meetings/events for example) and reinforce the message in their own 
communications with their class. 

 Remind parents how FOSMAS works - point them to the website www.fosmas.info, remind them 
to sign a Gift Aid form, make sure they know about the “Just Giving” page for making fund raising 
pages if there’s a class fundraising activity, etc.  Tell them about the Internet Shopping portal 
http://spendandraise.com/fosmas 

 Often a class will volunteer for a specific FOSMAS task via their Reps - the Savouries Stall at the 
Summer Fair for example, or a particular fundraising event. 

 Don’t feel you have to remind parents of everything, though: parents should still check their own 
children’s bookbags... 

Hope that’s not all blindingly obvious.  Do let us know if we’ve forgotten anything... 

 
 
Best wishes, FOSMAS Committee 

http://www.fosmas.info/
http://www.fosmas.info/
http://spendandraise.com/fosmas

